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"Written in a voice at once steadfastly bold and gently intimate...Barrington shrewdly and
unsentimentally explores the history and geography of her life."--Publishers Weekly¶"Her language
is glorious--riveting in the precision of the image to evoke the constellation of sensation and
emotion."--Belles Lettres

&ldquo;Judith Barrington's new book of poems is informed by a strong sense of time and place: the
specificities that reify human interchanges for tellers and hearers of tales. There are powerful stories
here: the death of a child's parents by shipwreck; a twenty-year-old's unnameable affair with a
woman of forty; even a lover's allergic reaction to a bee sting fuels a vignette of confrontation with
mortality. In many poems, a formal framework inspires a reader's assurance and fascination with
this writer's craft and direction: she knows where she is taking us&mdash;Gibraltar, Scotland,
Oregon, sites of some of her well-lived lives&mdash;and we want to go with her as, on the way,
poet, lesbian, grown woman in a world at risk, she gives the unnameable a plethora of
names.&rdquo; &mdash;Marilyn Hacker

&ldquo;The poems in History and Geography are adroit and exact. Judith Barrington moves without
missing a step from the wry to the impassioned. She can speak of love, and is unafraid of clarity;
indeed if I had one word to use to describe the book, it would be courage.&rdquo; &mdash;Ursula K.
Le Guin

&ldquo;History and Geography is traversed by a keen avenue of sound sense, a confidence of
detail, and a rich, often difficult landscape of experience which Judith Barrington calmly,
courageously explores. I am moved and fortified by the sense of healing litany in this work,
particularly in the poems to her parents. The prose memoir, 'Fish' swims luminously alongside,
helping define the vast borders of a compassionate, generous life.&rdquo; &mdash;Naomi Shihab
Nye

&ldquo;Judith Barrington writes masterfully of identity, destiny and roots.... The thirty-five poems and
one prose memoir push against safe emotional boundaries like waves crashing against the shore.
Yet Barrington does not flail away with her pen. Her images are rendered with precision and are
glorious....&rdquo; &mdash;San Francisco Chronicle

"I like to learn something new when I read a book of poetry. I also like to dwell in the familiar. History
and Geography does both things for me. Barrington's sharp, bifocal vision gives me nearby and
distant physical and emotional domains and holds them to a light I've not seen them in before."
&mdash;The Kenyon Review

"Written in a voice at once steadfastly bold and gently intimate&hellip;Barrington shrewdly and
unsentimentally explores the history and geography of her life, illuminating with abundant detail raw
emotions and painful truth&hellip;. In both metered and free verse, she demonstrates control of her
material, transforming volatile feelings and almost-unspeakable observations into cogent, vigorous
poetry. Barrington deftly and gracefully maintains urgency throughout, and the parts seamlessly add
up to a whole." &mdash;Publishers Weekly
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Judith Barringon is the author of Lifesaving: A Memoir, which won the 2000 Lambda Literary Award
and was a finalist for the PEN/Martha Albrand Award for the Art of the Memoir. Her best-selling text,
Writing the Memoir: From Truth to Art, is used in writing programs and by writers' groups across the
USA and in Britain and Australia. She has also published three volumes of poetry and a chapbook.
Her work has been published in many literary journals and been featured by Garrison Keillor on his
National Public Radio program, The Writer's Almanac. Judith has taught workshops in memoir at
Split Rock (University of Minnesota), The Hassayampa Writers' Conference in Prescott, Arizona,
The Port Townsend Writers Conference, and many others. She also teaches memoir classes for
The Poetry School in Spain and England, and for the Arvon Foundation in the US. She is a web
mentor for the University of Minnesota. For more information, visit Judith's personal site.

This poetry and prose anthology speaks of the ebb and flow of lesbian sexuality. Not a how-to
manual or an erotica reader, it is a refreshingly honest treatment of a complex subject. Taken
together, these pieces examine women's efforts to define sexuality on their own terms, how intimacy
influences other aspects of their lives and vice versa.

Judith Barrington, an award-winning memoir writer and acclaimed writing teacher, is attuned to the
forces, both external and internal, that work to stop a writer; her tone is respectful of the difficulties
and encouraging of taking risks. Her nimble prose, her deep belief in the importance of this genre,
and her delight in the rich array of memoirists writing today make this book more than the typical
"how-to" creative writing book.

Good: A book that has been read, but is in good condition. Minimal damage to the book cover eg.
scuff marks, but no holes or tears. If this is a hard cover, the dust jacket may be missing. Binding
has minimal wear. The majority of pages are undamaged with some creasing or tearing, and pencil
underlining of text, but this is minimal. No highlighting of text, no writing in the margins, and no
missing pages. See the sellerâ€™s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. See
all condition definitions- opens in a new window or tab ... Read moreabout the condition

By submitting your bid, you're committing to buy this item from the seller if you're the winning bidder.
You've read and agree to the Global Postage Programme terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Import charges previously quoted are subject to change if you increase you
maximum bid amount.
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